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ABSTRACT

Utilizing marker layer experiments and Z-contrast imaging, we have observed the
formation of surfacecusps duringSi.xGel.zalloy growth. The formationof cusps can be under-
stood in terms of stress-drivensurfacediffusion, and we consider the largestressbuild-upat the
cusp tip as a potentialsourceforthe nucleationof misfit dislocations.

INTRODUCTION

The instability of strained epitaxial thin f'tlms to the formation of surface waves or
undulations has been appreciat_lfor several years [1-3]. Arumssituatedclose to the peaks of
the undulationscan appreciablyrelax,significantly lowering thestoredelastic energyof thefilm.
Provided that the undulationwavelength is sufficiently large, this more thancompensatesfor the
associated increasein surfaceenergy.

The peak relaxationis inevitably accompanie_by a concentrationof s_ss at the undulation
valleys which can be large,even for rathersmall scrface perturbations.Indeed,the valley stress
doubles for a sinusoidalsurfacewave ampUtudcequal to only one tenthof its wavelength[4]. In
this paper, we considerthe role of such lar.g.esurface stresses in the subsequentmorphological
development of thin films andthe potential Implicationsfor strainrelaxationvia the nucleation
of misfit dislocations.

MARKER LAYER EXPER/MENTS

In order to study morphological development in the presenceof high surfacestresses, we
have performed a Si0.sGe0.5MBE growthexperimentin whichtwo-monolayer-thickGe marker
layers were deposited at selected i, tervals [5]. The markerlayers were then imaged in cross
section using Z-contrastscanningtransmissionelectron microscopy [6] to provide a directmap
of the evolving nonequilibriumsurface morphology.

A typical experimentalresult for Si0.sGe0.5grown at d00°C and 2 _s "1is contained in
Fig. 1. The markerlayers appearas brighthorizontal lines. Initially, thesurfacemorphologyis
flat until the film is about25 nmthick, where a ripplemorphologycan be clearly distinguished.
This can be understoodas a kineticcritical thicknesshk at which the strain-drivenmorphological
development has become significant in comparison with the growth rate. Surface ripplingis
therefore kinetically inhibited,which is consistent with the far-from-equilibriumgrowthcondi-
tions (for a quantitativemodelof hk,see Ref. 7).

A surpi-isingfeatureof Fig. 1 is the rapid developmentof sharpcusp-likefeaturesfrom the
surface undulations. These featureswould appearto be highly metastable,persisting for 20 nm
or so before rapidlysmoothingout. The film then grew with a fiat surfacemorphology (within
the sensitivity of theexperiment)for the remainderof thedeposition.

It is interestingto note that the markerlayer technique would seem to offer significant
advantages for the studyof far-from-equilibriumgrowth shapes in the presenceof large surface
stresses. In particular,it is possible to maintain a high supersaturationthroughoutthe growth
experiment, which is importantfor high misfit films where large stressconcentrationscancon-
siderably enhance surfacediffusion. Thus, marker layer experiments shouldfaithfully map the
far-from-equilibrium growth morphology and avoid uncertainties inherent in conventional
"quench and look" approaches.
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Fig. 1. (a) [110] Z-contrast image of a Sio.sGeo.5alloy grown by MBE at 400°C and 2 As"1.
The brighthorizontal lines represent 2-monolayer-thickGe marker layers. The surface
profile simulations in (b) correspond to the period of cusp formation in (a) between
vertical ordinates YI and Y2 (see Ref. [5]).

ORIGIN OF SURFACE CUSPS

Given that surface diffusion is driven by gradients in surface chemical potential, the
velopment of a cusp at the valley of a surface wave is rather intuitive [6,8]. Consider, for

example, a diffusing adatom bonding at the valley of a sinusoi_l perturbationin the surface. At
this location, the atom experiences the greatest stress concentration and would prefer to migrate
to the more relaxed peaks. However,_"fusion from the valley to the peaks increases the stress
concentration at the valley, which in turn accentuates the rate of migration. It is, therefore, not
ch.'fficultto anticipate the formationof a cusp. These ideas can be shown to be reasonable using a
snmplemodel for cusp development [5]. For example, the surface profile simulations in Fig. 1
qualitatively reproduce all of the experimental features of cusp formation between Y! and Y2.
Recently, more sophisticated models of surfaceevolution have also predicted the formation of
cusps [9-11]. it is conceivable that these models combined with markerlayer experiments could
form the basis forthe quantitative study of nonlinear surface instabilities.

An interesting predictionof all the surface evolution models (includinl_the simulation in
Fig 1) is that upon attaining a critical cusp geometry, the stress concentrauon at the cusp tip
increases rapidly. At this point, the cusp accelerates rapidly into the film via the process of
stress-enhanced surface diffusion leading to an interesting comparison between the critical
geometry forcusp propagation and the well-known Griffith criterion for the unstable propagation
of a crack in a brittle material [8,9,12]. This is probably best appreciated when the cusp is under
tensile stress, where it hasbeen suggested that the stress-drivenmorphological instability may in '
fact precede and initiate the formation of a critical Grfffith crack [9]. In compression, a large
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" stress concentration must also develop,, but this cannot directly lead to fracture of the film.
Rather, the Likelymochan/sm.of str_. relief is the injection of misfit dislocations [5,8], which we
consider furtherin the following sectmn.

NUCLEATION OF MISFIT DISLOCATIONS

To model dislocation nucleation at a cusp tip, we have previously approximated the cusp
stress field by the stress field of a crack [5]. In that analysss, only the dormnant tensile compo-
nent of the crack was considered. Here, we extend the analysis to include the other tensile and
shear components and consider the nucleation of partial as well as 60° half loops. The geometry
of half loop nucleation at a cusp tip is represented schematically in Fig. 2. Following Ref. [5],
we write the total energy as a function of expanding loop radius RLas,

2-.___vlnLT.l__sin_ + 7-C(RL)cos sinlsin[3. (1)U(RL) = RL I- v

The firsttermspecificstheencrgycostofadislocationofcoreparamctera andBurgersvectorb
ina medium ofshearmodulusJ.tandPoisson'sratiov. The secondtermdescribestheenergy
gained by the removal of a surface step, [3being the angle between b and the dislocation line.
The energy cost per unit area y of the stacking fault associated with partial dislocations is
included in the third term. The fourth term describes the elastic energy released by the loop,
where the angle _ is defined in Fig. 2, and C(RL) depends on the model used for the radial (R)
dependence of the stress field away from the tip. For the Westergaard sharp crack solution [13],
we obtain

1 +___.vveb, (2)
C(RL)= 2.47dI/2R_./2J.tI- v

where e is the applied uniaxial stress and d is the crack depth (Fig. 2). From Eq. (1), it is
possible to determine the critical cusp depth at which the activation barrier is equal to the
available energy for nucleation (~ 37 kT [14]). This leads to the simple condition for dc

_='_ = AI3(T,_ , (3)

wheretheconstantA_ isdependentonthenatureofthedislocation(i.e.A[3= 30°,60°,or900),
stacking fault energy, and temperature. For a given dislocation type, AP(T,Y)can be estimated
from a single energy calculanon using Eq. (1). The critical cusp geometry dc is,. therefore,
sir_nplyrelated to misfit via Eq. (3), and the results are summarized in Fig. 3 using A _ = 0.402,
Ae° = 0.276, and AyU = 0.177.The calculation pessimistically assumes a core parameter of 4 for
all dis!ocation tyl_.s.

An interesting feature of Fig. 3 is that it is energetically more favorable to nucleate a
complete 60° half loop from a cusp rather than a 30 ° partial. This is important because the glide
plane geometry dictates that it is necessary to nucleate the 30° partial before the energetically
favorable 90° partial. The nucleation of complete 60° dislocations is, therefore, favored in this
case for atomically sharp cusps. It is interesting to compare half loop nucleation at cusps with
half loop nucleation at fiat surfaces, where assuming a step is removed, it is always favorable to
inject a complete 60 ° dislocation before a 30° partial. However, unlike the cusp, the energy
barrier for the nucleation of a 90° partial is only lower than the 60° half loop barrier down to 1%
misfit. At this point, the critical radius is very large, and the stack]ng fault energy
correspondingly high. Note that in the case of a critical cusp geometry, the critical radius is
always small, rendering the stacking fault energy less important.

The 60° curve in Fig. 3 suggests thatdislocation nucleation at the tip of an atomically sharp
cusp is only likely for misfits somewhat larger than 1%. This is because the scale of

orphological development in this system at 1% misfit is only of the order of a few hundred
ngstroms [15].
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Fig. 2. The geometry of dislocation half loop emission at the tip of a surface cusp (see text).
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Fig. 3. Critical cusp depth de required to nucleate 30*, 60*, and 90* dislocations as a function of
misfit e assuming an atomically sharp cusp. The curves are evaluated using Eq. (3).

The utilization of a sharp crack model for dislocation emission at a cusp tip can provide
useful insight into the dislocation emission process. However, such a model is only valid if the
critical radius Re is significantly greater than the cusp radius of curvature p and appreciably less
than the cusp depth de. Clearly, this is not true for very large misfits close to 4% involving small
d and Pc. Furthermore, it is clear from our images that at 2% misfit the cusps are not atomically
sharp so that the sharp crack solution is not strictly applicable. When the critical loop radius is of
the order of the tip radius of curvature p, a more suitable model is the blunt crack approximation
[12] giving

Rt.

C(RL)--2 1+......_V8btbdl/,2 I [P+ 4(RL2- x2)I/2]I/2- pln dx. (4) ,
1-v o
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1 + v eb (5)
E(RL) - - X RL2 _t 1 - v

associated with the mean elastic energy released by the loop must also be added to the Hght side
of Eq. (1) in the blunt crack model.

The blunt crack model conveys the important point that the critical cusp depths estimated
from the sharp crack model in Fig. 3 are likely to be significant overestimates. Although the
absolute stress concentration is naturally reduced at a blunt tip, the resolved shear stress field is
significant over a larger region of the glideplane than in the case of a sharp crack. This can
appreciably assist the nucleation process. To illustrate this, let us consider the experimental
geometry in Fig. 1 in more detail. The cusp depth is approximately 75 A, although it is more

difficult to estimate the sharpness of the tip as the marker, layers appear interdiffusefl in this
highly stressed region. Figure 3 suggests that we require a' sharp cusp" of depth 190A for the
nucleation of a 60 ° half loop. This reduces to 145 ,/_ for a reasona[_le reduction in the core
parameter to ct = 3. The blunt crack model, however, indicates that nucleation will occur at
d = 75 A provided p = 15 _ and ct = 3. The latter result would appear to be in particularly good
agreement with the experimental geometry in Fig. 1.

A blunted cusp tip migh_ also be capable of operating as a dislocation nu;leation source

down to low misfits. For example, the undulating mo_hology of amplitude 400 A observed at a1% misfit in Ref. [15] would require p = 10 A (¢z= 3). Although such cusps might e,,entually
develop during growth, we would anticipate increasing competition from heterogeneous
nucleation sources at lower misfits.

The nucleation of misfit dislocations at the tip of a cusp is clearly connected with the
question of ductile vs brittle behavior and the 'stability of cleavage cracks. We have recently
become aware of the analysis by Rice and Thomson [16] who studied the problem of the emis-
sion of a dislocation loop from a sharp crack in a manner very similar to Ref. [5], and they
obtained a result essentially identical to Eq. (1). It is interesting that the concept of crack
blunting by dislocation emission, which is of relevance to crack stability, might also be relevant
to the case of atomically sharpcusps if the emitted loop has a Burgers vector component normal
to the cusp plane. This effect would tend to turn off the cusp source and would require further
sharpening by stress enhanced surface diffusion before the emission of additional loops.
Furthermore, several loops emitted on a given (111) plane will tend to produce a dislocation
pileup at the substrate, creating a back stress at the cusp tip source. If the effective source stress
is smaller than the threshold stress required to generate a single loop, then the source will shut
down. It is conceivable that the cusp will then continue to develop (and possible sharpen) during
deposition, emitting further loops on different (111) planes. This role as a multiple source might
explain why the cusp geometry appears to persist for 20 nm or so before rapidly flattening out as
the mean strain in the f'dm is eventually relieved.

CONCLUSIONS

We have imaged surface cusl_s during the growth of a strained Sio 5Ge0.5 film• The origin
of the cusps can be explained In terms of stress-driven surface ¢tiffusion, and we have
demonstrated that cusp tips provide likely sites for dislocation nucleation over a wide range of
misfit.
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